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By Al Strachan

McClelland Stewart Inc., Canada, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Published with Wayne Gretzky s cooperation, this is the definitive biography of the greatest
player that hockey has ever seen. From the time Wayne Gretzky began playing organized hockey at
the age of six, his genius was evident. He scored one goal in his first season and 378 in his fifth. With
the Edmonton Oilers in the 1980s and later with the Los Angeles Kings, he was virtually unstoppable.
He won nine Hart trophies as the leading scorer, and four Stanley Cups. Later, with the St. Louis
Blues and New York Rangers, he continued to show leadership, finesse, and grace both on and off
the ice. Based on thousands of hours of conversations with Gretzky, including new interviews, 99
details Gretzky s move to L.A., his role as player and coach for Canada Cup and Olympic teams, and
career highlights such as his greatest goal and greatest game. Gretzky also discusses with Strachan
the challenges in his career--the truth about the gambling scandal and the behind-the-scenes
negotiations before his trade to the St. Louis Blues. In this revealing, insightful, and definitive
biography, Al Strachan takes readers...
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It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta  Thom pson-- Rosetta  Thom pson

Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow
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